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Kurland’s camera, a teen lies back to take in the scene. Her mien is 
impassive, but Kurland’s composition is defiant—not every expression 
of female sexuality is safe for male consumption. 

—Wendy Vogel

Domenico Gnoli
LUXEMBOURG & DAYAN

“A commodity seems at first glance to be a self-evident, trivial thing,” 
Karl Marx famously wrote in Das Kapital. “The analysis of it yields the 
insight that it is a very vexatious thing, full of metaphysical subtlety and 
theological perversities.” “Detail of a Detail,” Luxembourg & Dayan’s 
second exhibition devoted to the late Italian realist painter Domenico 
Gnoli, was riddled with superficially innocent, deeply vexing items: the 
prim knot of a red necktie, a tooled-leather brogue, a starchy white col-

lared shirt, a floral damask duvet. 
Violently uprooted from their 
respective milieus and impacted 
against the picture’s surface, these 
artifacts of postwar Italy’s embour-
geoisement are fully frontal and 
too close for comfort, ostensibly 
withdrawn from meaning yet dis-
posed to fetishistic vitalization. 

A high-heeled shoe, arguably 
the ur-fetish in popular culture, is 
the subject of two paintings from 
1967. In Scarpa di fronte (Front of 
Shoe), its gleaming black leather 
body sails toward the picture’s sur-
face like the bow of a ship, termi-
nating in a lean, mean point. Yet 
the view of the shoe’s tapered heel 
in Escarpin vu de dos (Shoe Seen 
from the Back) discloses not the 
sexy stiletto one might expect, but 
a sturdy, sensible pump: a product 
of old-fashioned Italian craftsman-

ship and stuffy good taste. The austere beauty of Gnoli’s paintings 
derives less from the things depicted—nota bene the dowdy, dust-
ruffled love seat in Sofa, 1968—than from the artist’s cool, dandified 
gaze. “I am looking for a non-eloquent painting, immobile and of 
atmosphere,” he told an interviewer in 1965. “I never actively intervene 
against the object; I can feel the magic of its presence.” This kind of 
petrifying objecthood disciplines the human subject in Capigliatura 
maschile (Male Hair), 1966, a radically cropped close-up of a man’s 
hairline. His meticulously groomed strands spring from an immaculate 
side part, each one striating the painting’s glistening oil-black surface 
like a record groove. In Curl, 1969—the final work in a series from 
Gnoli’s acclaimed New York debut at Sidney Janis Gallery in 1969 (only 
three months before his death from cancer at age thirty-six)—a lock of 
hair congeals into a sculptural helix isolated against a tessellated 
maroon ground. Here, notwithstanding the artist’s claim that he never 
“wanted to distort,” style and hygiene become so extreme that they 
thrust his objects into abstraction.

Gnoli’s canvases are encrusted with sand and marble debris mixed 
into acrylic paint, which leave behind cystic deposits that irritate and 
corrupt the works’ slick illusionism. Suggestive of fresco, these grainy 
surfaces nod, with a creeping melancholia, to a historical moment pre-
dating the commodity culture the paintings so dapperly depict. Gnoli 

traced the “non-eloquent” tradition back to Italy in the fifteenth century, 
when the integration of painting and architecture seemed to secure art’s 
social rootedness and ritual function. The structuring antinomies—
between fetish and fresco, seductive illusion and repellent facade, desir-
able image and dumb matter—that give Gnoli’s work its special anxiety 
were here clarified by the juxtaposition of two paintings with self-
explanatory titles. In Red Tie Knot, 1969, the eponymous scarlet neck-
tie’s voluptuous form floods the canvas, a commodity engorging the 
eye with the marvelous perversity that so bedeviled Marx. Brick Wall, 
1968, Gnoli’s version of a “wall painting,” is very unlike Giotto’s or 
Piero della Francesca’s. Gridlocked by obdurate masonry coextensive 
with the picture’s material support, the disenchanted gaze couldn’t 
grasp anything at all, except perhaps the alienation that grants the work 
of art and other commodities their illusory autonomy. 

—Chloe Wyma

Peter Roehr
ORTUZAR PROJECTS

A fascinating—and, at least as far as the conventional canon goes, 
mostly missing—link between Pop art and Minimalism, Peter Roehr’s 
work identified a vein of astringent poetry in the image world of an 
emergent global consumer culture. An exhibition at Ortuzar Projects 
provided a bracing overview of the five-year career of the German 
Conceptualist, who died of cancer in 1968, only weeks before his 
twenty-fourth birthday. Focused on his rigorously ordered photomon-
tages, and featuring a revelatory suite of film montages, the show pre-
sented a practice very much in dialogue with the dominant conceptual 
streams of the time. But while Donald Judd and Andy Warhol would 
seem to be inevitable figures against which to measure Roehr’s enter-
prise, the work’s anti-iconic attitude toward its subject matter and its 
rich visual dynamism mark it as an epigone of neither.

Selections dating from 1963 to 1966—including a range of ephem-
era as well as several typewritten texts that suggest a species of Con-
cretism—provided a useful context for the artist’s life and work. Born 
in 1944 in the town of Lauenberg, Germany, Roehr attended art school 
in Wiesbaden and settled in Frankfurt, where he lived for the rest of 
his life. He was enormously prolific during the half decade he was 
active (he abandoned artmaking in the last year of his life and opened 
a head shop with his partner, Paul Maenz), producing some six hundred 

View of “Peter Roehr,” 
2018. From left: 
Film-Montagen I–III, 
1965; Untitled 
(FO–52), 1965.  
Photo: Jeremy Lawson. 
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works, including 127 photomontages, nine of which formed the heart 
of this show. All built from found images arrayed in tightly gridded 
rectangles, seven of these drew on photos from a 1964 Maxwell 
House coffee print ad campaign, the page proofs for which he received 
from Maenz, who was working in advertising at the time. “Each 
work is an organized area of identical elements,” Roehr said of his 
program, “neither successive nor additive; there is no result or sum.” 
It’s true that his accumulations do little to summarize the nature of 
their repeating subjects. But the six-by-six grid depicting a cup of 
dark brew near a woman’s expectant lips (Untitled [FO-15], 1964), 
for example, and another featuring a couple enjoying a special bit 
of kaffee time with coquettish bonhomie (Untitled [FO-21], 1965) 
produce a kind of affectual detournement that transforms images 
designed to convey product-derived satisfaction into stuttering 
emblems of pleasure indefinitely forestalled. Roehr dissolved 
highly specific commercial meaning into a generalized plenitude 
where, curiously, the more a given image is seen, the less stable its 
signification becomes.

Roehr’s interest in putting ready-made images through calcula-
tedly machinic operations soon led him to experiment with film. 
He cut commercial footage, again supplied by Maenz, into tiny 
segments, then edited them into looping shorts. Three suites of 
these, two with sound and one silent, were collected in a single, 
twenty-two-part work called Film-Montagen I–III, 1965. The indi-
vidual titles—Tunnel 11x, Haare 14x (Hair 14x), Neon 12x—
plainly classify what is seen and how many times: In Explosion 6x, 
for instance, a car soundlessly plunges off a cliff over and over again, 
Groundhog Day style, bursting into flames on impact, while in Lichter 
10x (Lights 10x), a two- or three-second clip featuring a dark roadway 
punctuated by headlights and streetlamps is accompanied by a jazzy 
little earworm. Warhol once wrote that repetition was for him a means 
of leaching meaning from images, a way to feel “better and emptier.” 
Roehr similarly effaces the intended significance of his chosen material. 
Instead of providing an easy vacancy, however, his alterations pro-
duce a fretful saturation, an anxious fullness that keeps real satiety 
tantalizingly out of reach.

—Jeffrey Kastner

Tyler Coburn
KOENIG & CLINTON

As surveillance and communications technologies grow ever more 
sophisticated, so, too, must our expectations of privacy evolve to both 
answer and anticipate these new forms of digitally enhanced access. 
And yet, long before the days of search engines and social media 
streams, there were drug-addled Delphic priestesses, clairvoyants gaz-
ing into crystal balls, and salon-parlor spiritualists, spewing ectoplasm 
or rapping away under their tables. While instances of paranormal 
prescience are well documented around the globe, mainstream science 
has kept a careful distance from the subject. Indeed, when Upton 
Sinclair published Mental Radio (1930), a book documenting the pur-
ported telepathic abilities of his second wife, Mary Craig, pioneering 
parapsychologist William McDougall praised the writer for his cour-
age in venturing into a field “in which reputations are more easily lost 
than made.”

Tyler Coburn delved into this history with “Remote Viewer,” an 
exhibition economically comprised of a text, an object, and an anima-
tion. The last restages the experiments reproduced in Mental Radio, for 
which Craig used her gifts to replicate drawings made by someone in 
another room (or even in another city). Of her nearly three hundred 

logged attempts, roughly a quarter were deemed “successful matches,” 
while more than half qualified as “partial successes” for their respective 
formal correspondences (say, a roller skate mistaken for an upside-down 
horse’s head). Coburn’s nearly eight-minute video Remote Viewer (ani-
mation), 2018, scrawls out the drawings of Craig and her test subject 
side by side in a manner that recalls Craig’s own characterization of 
how an image came to her: as if “drawn by an invisible pencil.” When 
each pair is completed, it vanishes from the frame and a new set begins, 
transforming the projection surface into a kind of ESP Etch A Sketch. 

Sinclair concluded that his wife must be receiving vibrations from a 
“brain radio” emitting waves through the atmosphere. Coburn con-
jured this effect by neutralizing the gallery lights with gray filters. The 
resulting haze was just perceptible enough to suggest that something 
indeed might be “in the air.” This implication was given sculptural form 
in Remote Viewer (object), 2017, a slender white rectangle laid like a 
carpet across the floor. Made in collaboration with the Manhattan 
design firm Bureau V, the object’s milky surface resembled that of 
poured plastic, but its material is actually high-density MDF, ingenu-
ously manipulated so that one corner rises in a rumpled ridge, as if a 
mental vibration had been caught in the act of passing through. 

Neither of these pieces was accompanied by any additional context 
or explanation. Instead, Coburn offered his audience Remote Viewer 
(takeaway), 2018, a two-page text printed on translucent vellum, so 
that the typed letters form a ghostly palimpsest when the pages are 
stacked. Lyrically composed, the text flows in waves, as the author 
surges from the experiments of early Spiritualists to the incorporation 
of psionic tactics into modern warfare, including the Cold War–era 
units dedicated to “remote viewers”—“flesh-and-blood prototypes of 
drones” who “flew the psychic airstreams in search of nuclear missiles, 
secret submarines, and tanks.” Coburn concludes that anyone endowed 
with this kind of sight is doomed to paranoia, for he or she knows the 
true extent to which the human mind has left its kitchen door unlocked. 

—Kate Sutton

Robert Bittenbender
LOMEX

Looking at Robert Bittenbender’s assemblages and works on paper, 
you’d almost think that there is still some kind of bohemia in New 
York, that somewhere out there a few artists are trying to live their lives 
in the interstices of the market economy, breathing life into its detritus, 
taking Apollinaire’s famous advice to “paint with whatever material 
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Tyler Coburn, Remote 
Viewer (animation), 
2018, digital video, 
black-and-white, 
silent, 7 minutes  
42 seconds.
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